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In our industry where most of our work is custom-made
products, getting the details just right is extremely
important. With servicing many different industries,
comes many moving parts and figuring out how different
components are meant to fit together for the end
product.

Tolerances are extremely critical in how we manufacture
our paper tubes and cores. A tolerance determines how
much room the customer has to fit the core on their
machine without causing issues further down the line in
the process.
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W H A T  I S  A

T O L E R A N C E ?

Tolerance is a defined ranged of
measurements or other physical traits that
enable the product to function properly within
the maximum and minimum dimensional limits.
A wide tolerance range shows a loose
tolerance where as tight tolerances have a
narrow tolerance level.

Defining tolerances is a must in the
manufacturing process of paper tubes and
cores. Customers must decide how tight or
loose the tolerances should be (shown as a
+/- on spec sheets).

Due to diverse manufacturing methods that

can affect tolerances, it is important to

choose an experienced paper tube and core

manufacturer who understands different

tolerances that each custom product can

sustain.

I M P O R T A N C E  O F

T O L E R A N C E S

When dealing with a custom product,
communication is key when figuring out
specific needs. Tolerances tell the
manufacturer how precise to be during the
manufacturing process and gives our team an
idea of how we can achieve the set of
tolerances.

Knowing a set of tolerances helps improve the
fit and functionality of a paper core when
placed on a machine. A very small
mismeasurement or miscalculation in size can
have a huge impact on how your product runs
or lack thereof. For example, not having the
right tolerances can result in machines
jamming due to the core not fitting the
tooling properly.

Mismeasurements and inconsistent products
cause downtime and order delays. Having the
correct tolerances will save companies a lot
of time and help improve their speed-to-
market with getting products out the door
faster.



T H E  C E O ' S
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M O I S T U R E

E F F E C T S

T A P E  

I N D U S T R Y

Tolerances are very important within the tape
industry and how they gang cores together on
machines. Outside diameter (O.D.) tolerances
are important for consistent roll tension. If
inconsistent, machine operators will end up
with loose and sloppy rolls. The products
being wound on the cores will cone/wind out
instead of keeping the winding strength
consistent.

Not only are O.D. tolerances important, but
length tolerances play a key role within the
converting core industries. Length tolerances
are vital so the material doesn’t get caught
and convert onto the next roll, causing them
to stick together. Inside diameter (I.D.)
tolerances are critical to fit end-user’s
machines/equipment in order to run properly
and smoothly, without causing any issues such
as slipping. Some customers prefer tighter
tolerances as they can vary on the length and
thickness of the core.

When humidity levels increase, the fibers in
the paper draw in moisture very quickly,
resulting in the paper tubes and cores
expanding which then affects the tolerances.
During summertime conditions, paper cores
manufactured in high humidity (i.e. 90% R.H.)
can shrink drastically if an end-user puts them
into an air conditioned room with extremely
low humidity.

Proper storage of paper tubes and cores is
very important when it comes to humidity and
moisture. To retain normal dimensions, paper
tubes and cores should be used and stored at
ideal conditions of 73ºF and 50% relative
humidity. Humidity can weaken the paper
tubes and cores which will then cause them to
fail.



C O N C L U S I O N

Tolerances can be a task to figure out but one that is necessary to ensure all operations run smoothly
and effectively from manufacturing the product to placing it on a machine to wind material on. Yazoo
Mills’ highly-skilled team performs quality checks throughout the run to maintain the customer’s
specifications. Our operators check tolerances with calipers, tape measurers and our crush strength
machine.

Remember, it is very important to know your tolerance before you order to ensure you end up with the
exact product you need to increase your converting efforts without any unnecessary downtime. We
also recommend sending us a sample of what you have been using so we can do a tolerance check
and provide feedback before production.

Give us a call today to receive a quote or to place an order / 800.242.5216


